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Before attempting to write this story I asked at least a dozen people before finally getting 

an answer to the question "Do you know what CC on your computer stands for?" The 

answer: Carbon Copy. It is not surprising that a "googled" response to "carbon paper" 

returned this: "An archaic artifact used to transfer text to another paper so it may be 

shared with others." 

 

During our economic history carbon paper once represented the dominant form and 

method of making copies especially in the "one time" variety used in making business 

forms. At one point in my earlier career (1955-1968) I directly sold or was otherwise 

responsible for(as Marketing Vice-President of Frye Copysystems) the sale of more 

carbon paper than anyone in the world. To a grandchild's "So what" I submit that this 

amounted to more than 7000 truckloads(140,000 tons) annually--a lot of anything. An 

attached article from the NY Times entitled "Carbon paper: Still messy, Still in use" 

describes the product and its market at the turn of the century (millenium). 

 

So what led me to Guatemala in 1961? During my developing career with (then) Frye 

Manufacturing Company I was made Manager-Special Products. Frye's competition 

while it included the traditional types was more seriously found among its business 

forms customers'"captive shops." Major business forms companies-Moore Business 

Forms, Standard Register, Uarco, and Wallace Business Forms all made most of their 

own carbon paper. It was not unusual for a million dollar (plus) customer to embark 

upon making its own carbon paper which was a loss of business for Frye. 

 

My role was to keep these customers from making their own through "make or buy" 

studies and other incentives. If successful, there would be no change. If unsuccessful, 

the job became one of selling the customer the machinery and more importantly the 

carbon ink to produce the product, a profitable while smaller volume of business. 

 

With success producing no palpable result it was not uncommon to overhear this or 

comparable remarks:"What is this hotshot HBS graduate paid to do and what is he 

doing?" The question led me to develop Frye's international market where a POSITIVE 

selling posture would be used and could lead to new and profitable results. 

 

I began with Mexico where I sold Litho Formas de Mexico ink, equipment, even paper. 

This was followed by Venezuela, Canada, then Guatemala. These beginnings ultimately 

transformed Frye into an international company with additional 



customers in Germany, Japan, Switzerland and elsewhere. Before I left Frye I purchased 

for Frye a carbon paper company in Sweden which was to form the basis for a 

Frye/Europe. 

 

In Mexico I met two individuals who became lifelong friends and with whom I had 

business dealings in my post-Frye years: Eugene Kocherga and Jorge Quiroz. Jorge, 

whose friendship I forever cherished (I just wished him Feliz Cumpleanos on his 87th 

birthday), was not directly involved in the Guatemala venture although he was there to 

observe its beginnings. 

 

Eugene, who was born in Russia, possessed movie-star good looks(he was actually in 

movies in Argentina),spoke at least six languages without accent and was, 

understandably, a promoter par excellence. It was Eugene who promoted the Litho 

Carbon de Centro America (his choice of the company name) project which was to 

become "joined at the hip" with an existing Litho Formas de Centro America. 

 

The Litho Carbon business plan was two-fold: it would produce reusable carbon paper 

to be sold throughout Central America and it would supply Litho Formas one-time 

carbon paper(papel carbon de una vez) for use in multiple part business forms. It was 

anticipated that these markets would be competitively enhanced by tariffs and/or duties 

which would be paid on imports of carbon paper. Conceivably, business forms 

competitors might have to buy carbon paper from Litho Carbon. 

 

Frye provided technical assistance and sold Litho Carbon the equipment, paper and ink 

for making the products. Bill Bond, Frye's San Francisco plant manager, actually spent 

several weeks training the Guatemalan production workers. 

 

The venture, while financed in part by the Guatemalans, needed "outside" investors who 

would own the majority of Litho Carbon but would also acquire a 10% share of Litho 

Formas. Because of Frye's role in the venture, a conflict of interest precluded my 

becoming an investor (some might insert here-"lucky you"). 

 

But I was expected and looked to for enlisting U.S. investors. Several prospects were 

solicited and became interested but in the end Tom Stoner and Ted Meredith became 

intrigued with the venture's prospects. Each of them were then in     their late twenties, 

fairly "well off" financially, and I think were somewhat "romanced" not only by the 

project's economic possibilities but by its probable humanitarian overtones. After all, 

The Peace Corps and The Alliance for Progress were launched this exact same year. JFK 

had said only weeks earlier in his     inaugural address: 

 



"To our sister republics south of our border, we offer a special pledge-to convert our 

good words into good deeds-in a new alliance for progress-to assist free men and free 

governments in casting off the chains of poverty." 

 

Wasn't it just "in the air"? 

 

The title "Alliance for Progress" became, however," in Spanish "Alianza para el 

Progreso" which has an optional Spanish translation, notably "Alliance STOPS Progress" 

When Kennedy saw to it that Ydigoras Fuentes, then President of Guatemala, was exiled 

he may have shattered the hope of having a carbon paper embargo and with it a 

successful Litho Carbon. 

 

The following is a list of relevant events and episodes, but not a timeline, because they 

do not follow an exact chronology: 

 

The culminating (but not the concluding) event was the great reception at the Hotel 

Palace where the bulk of the photographs were taken. There were more than a thousand 

people who attended including El Presidente-Ydigoras Fuentes. While by that time the 

product was successfully manufactured, there were no boxes yet produced to contain 

carbon paper. Roberto Barnoya (Litho Carbon general manager) found someone to 

hand-make several boxes for the event. With the hope that this new facility would add 

importantly to employment, the president and some of his staff were eager to see the 

factory. I don't recall the means or excuse used to avoid this inspection, but had it taken 

place they would have seen four or five people (excessive at that) who in only a few days 

could produce all the carbon paper then used in Guatemala (and perhaps Central 

America as well). Carbon paper manufacture is not a labor intensive process (labor costs 

at Frye were less than 10% of sales). 

 

Guatemala it seems is perpetually in a revolution. Our stay there was no exception. On 

several occasions we listened to machine gun fire which we first perceived to be 

firecrackers. I learned here and elsewhere that commerce doesn't just stand still because 

a revolution or a war is underway. 

 

The Guatemalan landscape has an abundance of fascinating destinations including pre-

Columbian sites (especially the largest of Mayan civilization-Tikal, which Tom Stoner 

visited). As a group we spent a weekend at Lake Atitlan("the most beautiful lake in the 

world"-NYT) and several days in Antigua, places recently featured in the NYT and WSJ 

travel sections.Having survived the (then) harrowing experience of traveling from 

Guatemala City to Atitlan, we were then to witness the fist fight between Roberta 

Barnoya (the General Manager of Litho Formas) and the Guatemalan directors' Catholic 



priest. In Antigua,s quaking parrots punctuated the business negotiations and their 

dialogue might easily have     found its way into the agreements. 

 

In or about 1963 I was in Boston and visited HBS and met George Lodge who had just 

returned to the HBS faculty after losing to Ted Kennedy in the Massachusetts Senate 

race which was Kennedy's first election win. Lodge asked me if I would be interested in 

becoming a faculty member of his new and developing INCAE (Instituto 

Centroamericano de Administracion de Empresas) whose purpose was to provide 

graduate level business management training to Central American managers. It was to 

be located initially in Antigua, Guatemala. While his question does not rise to the level 

of a job offer, it might have become one. I said I was involved in a developing career. I 

have at times looked back at the event with some regretful nostalgia, especially after the 

COPI (see story) experience. 

 

Following the Litho Carbon reception I necessarily returned to Des Moines. I had just 

been made General Sales Manager at Frye and could not justify continuing time spent in 

Guatemala. Ted Meredith returned to his expanding Meredith Corporation 

responsibilities. The company was about to be listed on the NYSE 

and Ted's role was highly significant then and later in the company's growth. 

 

Tom Stoner engaged in an active and "hands-on" role in the venture from the beginning. 

Having witnessed the successful manufacture of the product, Tom addressed the more 

challenging objective:--the sale of the product, which was never eased by duties or 

tariffs. German (the Pelikan company) imports, possibly aided by payoffs or, in any case 

some political influence (especially with the exile of Ydigoras Fuentes) trumped Litho 

Carbon's market share. Tom developed a lottery for secretaries who bought the product. 

The winner was awarded a week in El Salvador. (Was second prize TWO weeks in El 

Salvador?). 

 

Finally, Tom went home. The last phone call-from Guatemala-using what was the then 

"state of the art" telecommunication service could only be heard as 

"Tom....Tom....Tom.....money....money...MONEY".END OF STORY. Tom estimates his 

investment was approximately $20,000. An equal amount would be lost by Ted. Tax 

deductible (at a time when marginal income tax rates were more than 70%),it was 

nonetheless significant especially when viewed from its present day value. 

 

EPILOGUE 

 

Tom Stoner, during the two decades following this episode, was heavily involved in 

Republican politics, serving as campaign manager for Bob Ray (my Callanan political 

nemesis) in his successful serial runs for governor and as chairman of the Iowa 



Republican party. Tom lost the nomination for Senator to Charles Grassley whose 

campaign included effective but some bad taste tactics. Tom would have been a great 

Senator and I have yet to hear otherwise from either Democrats or Republicans. 

Following politics he became a monumental business success in radio broadcasting. His 

concerns about "losing my inheritance" in Guatemala, in the final analysis, were greatly 

alleviated. (see article in DM Register July 

21, 1987 --exhibit). 

 

Ted Meredith died in 2003 but not before providing a significant direct and powerful 

indirect influence on what became a Fortune 500 leading media company and the 

largest still family controlled company in the state of Iowa. He left an important void in 

many lives, my own among them. One former Meredith executive told me, "He was the 

conscience of the company." 

 

My own career at Frye where, during my time as its leading marketing executive, sales 

grew from $8,000,000 to $35,000,000 were followed by the founding of Computer 

Papers, Incorporated (COPI). This venture for which I served as     president and during 

which I also became president of the National Business Forms Association, progressed 

until it was confronted with the recession of the early 1980s. The Volcker Plan of that 

era created 24% interest rates for this and thousands of other small companies. I sold 

the company but carried a sizeable personal financial burden thereafter. (This story I am 

writing.) 

 

After serving on The Interstate Assurance Company's board for several years I spotted 

an opportunity in life insurance.  Interstate became the second company in the nation to 

offer universal life insurance. In my first year I was Interstate's leading agent (among 

3,000 agents). In my third year I achieved the Million Dollar Round Table's Top of 

Table membership an honor held for some time by only a dozen agents in Iowa (there 

now have been forty-nine). The financial "baggage" I carried from COPI provided a 

powerful incentive. 

 

The Litho Formas corporate "flag" was flown in a number of other international 

locations, owing to the efforts and talents of Eugene Kocherga. (while his partner -Jorge 

Quiroz- successfully managed LF in Mexico) In my post Frye years I invested in several 

of these as did a few other Des Moines investors including Ted, but understandably, not 

Tom. These were eminently successful investments: Litho Formas de Mexico created 

substantial returns which created and were transformed into important funding for 

COPI. Litho Formas Espanola earned enough for my portion of the Des Moines 

investors' payouts to pay for most of my whole family's month long trip to Europe in the 

early 1970s. Litho Formas Portuguesa is, surprisingly, listed on the Portugal stock 

exchange. It was a very interesting investment: I was the only U.S.investor and I owned 



4% when two opposing groups, each owning 48%, were seeking control. Their bidding 

for my share turned into a handsome return. 

 

Lithoformas de Centro America S.A. as well as LithoCarbon C.A.,S.A. somehow 

survived. Over two years ago I managed to "google" these and have included in the 

exhibits what I found then but which I have been unable to locate since. Jorge Quiroz 

tells me that Mario Asturias, the former director "partner, now owns and 

manages the companies. He is close to eighty years old. It would be interesting to learn 

the company history since 1965. 

 

ALIANZA PARA EL PROGRESO 

 

MAKE YOUR CHOICE  OF TRANSLATION. 

 

 

 

  

 

 


